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"NITED STATES PATENT, OFFICE. 
Jonn RAPIEFF, on NEW YORK, N. Y. 

AUTOMATIC‘SHELL-FUSE. ‘ 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent'N'o. 559,495, dated May 5,1896. 
Application ?led September 15, 1894. Serial No. 523,165. (No modeld 

To all whom, it may concern: _ 

Be it known that 1, JOHN RAPIEFF, a citi 
zen of Russia, residing in the city, county‘, and 
State of New York, have invented certain new 
‘and useful Improvements in AutomaticFuses, 
of which the following is a speci?cation. , 
The present invention particularly relates 

to a fuse for explosive shells-.that'is to say, 
to a fuse carried by the shell, that is adapted 
at the proper time to ?re the bursting charge, 

- also carried‘ by the shell. 
The im rovements consist essentiall ; ina 

: a - I , 

norniall srestrained- and s P111" - r0 ected s P J . 
hammer or hammers and one or more percusé 
sion-primers arranged in the path-of move 
ment of the hammer and to be struck there 
by to iire the bursting charge. Normally the 
hammer is held away from the percussion 
priiners by a positive retaining means com 
binedwith a releasing or protecting sleeve 
w h is adapted to free the retaining means 
to c able it to release its hold upon the ham 

at the moment of impact of the shell with lll " 

the target. The structure also includes one or 
more radial hammers with coa'cting percus 
sion ?ring-pins and'an interposed protecting 
slecve which normally protects the ?ring 
pins from the hammers'but which is adapted 
at the moment the projectile is propelledv from 
the gun to move to uncover said ?ring-pins, 
so that the radial hammers may be free to 
strike them should they become operative by 
the shell striking on'the side of its head in 
steadof head on. They improved structure 

' also includes a removable fuse-case contain 
in g the detonating hammer or hammers, the 
several firing-pins, and other coacting parts, 
adapting the fuse mechanism for transporta 
tlon independent of the projectiles and to be 
inserted in place in the projectile just be 
foreuse. ' 

The accompanying drawings illustrate a ' 
practical embodiment of. the invention, in 
which—— ' 

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional elcva-\ 
iiou of the forward end of a projectile with 
the improved fuse and case shown in position 
within the head. of the shell and in normal 
position. Figs. 2 and I} are similar views of 
the main portion of the fuse with some of its 
contiguous puris and shown in changed po 
sil-ions. 'li‘ig. -l is a cross—sect-ional elevation 

_ projectile. 

on the irregular line 1V IV of Fig. 1, showing 
the ends of the hammers in elevation, the 
hammer-locking pins being absent‘. ‘ 
is a cross-section on,‘ the line V' V of Fig. '1, 
and Fig. 5a is a like section on the line VP‘of 
Fig. 1. Figs. 6 to 24, inclusive, are sectional 
views of modi?ed structures hereinafter fully 
set forth. , ~ ' 

The fuse A is shown as a head-fuse ‘located 
within the head of a projectile B, and is ar 
ranged to be inserted bodily in place therein, ‘ 
ready for ?ring. The fuse in the main con— 
sists of a cylindrical body 50, screw-threaded, 
to which is an annular extension 50“, having 
a head~?ange 51*‘, arranged, when the fuse is 
in place in the projectile, to seat against the 
end of the inner head B’ of the projectile 
and‘to be held ?rmly in place by a screw 
threaded cup~shaped cap 53“, which closes the 
front end of the projectile. The position of 
the fuse is assured with respect to the inner 
head B’by a guide~pin 51", that enters a slot 
in the end 52. .. ' 

The interior of the body 50 provides a ham 
mer-chamber 40 and the extension 50“'a re 
tainer-‘chamber 40“, communicating with the 
hammer-chamber, the chamber 40“ being 
closed by a screw-cap 44, which has a handle 
4-5, bywhich the fuse, as a whole, may be han- ‘ 
dled before and while being placed within the 

her in, with which communicate a number of 
longitudinal channels 3, intended to contain 
a quick or time train or charge of gunpowder. 
The front of some of the channels 3, two as 
here constructed, which preferably containa 
time-train, communicate with ?ash-passages 
2 of nipples 1, arranged to support acap 
which is exposed to the hammer-chamber +0. 
The other channels _3_ communicate in front 
with a plurality of ?asl1~passages 4, between 
which and a ?ring-pin 5,projectin g outwardly 
and exposed to the exterior of the extension 

when the pin is struck. The rear end of the 
body 50 is screw-threaded to a ring 47, which 
in turn through a ring 48- is connected to the 
front end of a case 4-9, containing a priming 
charge of dry gun-cotton or other suitable 
explosive. The ring 47 also carries a gland 

_ 30, between the flange of which and the rear - 
end of the body 50 is con?ned the ?ange end . 

vFig. 5 ' 

The rear ‘of the body has a 0113.111“ 
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50", is also arranged a cap to be exploded 
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_~of alce'ntral ‘case containing, preferably, 
a.“ charge'of gunpowder or other explosive, 
which projects within the chamber 46. Be 
tween the rear end of the case '31 and the, 
‘?anged ring 30 there is supported a plate 32, 
having a central hole at its front‘with the in 
terior-of the case 31 and at its rear with a 

.nate' of mercury. The plate 32 is ‘directly 
con?ned between disks or washers of lead 34:, 
or‘ other substance insensitive to the vibra 

'‘ tions of the metallic‘ portion of the fuse and 

20 

'of the projectile for the purpose of deadening 
the vibrations, thus preventing the prema 
ture explosion» of the fulminate of mercury. 

‘ Immediately in front of the ring 47 the body 
50 supports a recessed sleeve 53, held to the 
:body by a shearing screw or pin 54. In the 
recess of the sleeve 53 and surrounding the‘ 
body 50 is arranged a ‘coiled spring 55, the 
front of which presses against the shoulder 
57 ‘oi a releasing‘ or protecting shield or 
sleeve 56, which overlies the sleeve 53 and 
also at its front end the extension 50“, the 
rear end of which extension forms a front stop 
limiting the forward movement of the sleeve 

‘ -' 56 when it is projected forward by the spring 

30 

55. The releasing-sleeve .56 is normally con— 
nected to the body 50 through-'the'sleeve 53 
by a divided’ or two-part bolt 58, the inner 

» portionof which bolt projects into a rear 
' wardly-inclined recess 59 in the body 50. ' The. 

35 

. 4o 
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‘forward portion of the releasing or protect 
ing sleeve 56 has a ‘plurality of holes 60, ar 
ranged, when the sleeve is proj'ected‘forward, 
to alinewith and expose the ?ring-pins 5, as 
in Fig. 2, and with'a set of holes 61 for ‘coin 
cidence at the same time with holes 62 in the 
extension 50“. . ' - . ‘ 

In the hammer-chamber 40 is arranged a 
pair of spring-pressed hammers 4L1, mounted 
together on a- pivot 6 and having heels 7, borne 
upon by slidableblocks 42, seated in recesses 
in the body 50 against springs 43. The two 
ends of the hammers when :rocked on' their 
pivot are arranged to strike caps on the nip 
ples 1, as in Fig. 3, but normally are arranged 

- to lie adjacent one another and be con?ned 

55 

to 

"against the rocking force of their springs 43 
by entering a recess 35 in the rear of a weight 
ed retainer, tripper, or trigger 36, as in Figs. 1 
and 2, and'to be also con?ned and guarded 
from being accidentally released by a pair of 
removable pins 8, (see dotted lines, Fig. 1,) 
which are removed just previous to the fuse 
.being placed within the projectile. ‘The sleeve 

_ 56 is prevented from turning on the body 50 
by a guide-screw 63, the‘ end ‘of which enters 
a longitudinal slot in said body. 

is-held seated within the chamber 40“ against 
the frontf'end of the body 50, closing the cham 
ber 40, by-a spring 37, interposed between the 

. . cap 44 and the retainer; The retainer is nor 
6 5‘ gmally locked inplace by one or more balls 38, 

which are seated in the holes 62 of the exten 
sion and project a suflicient distance into they 

The weighted'retainer, tripper, ortrigger 36 ' 

. 559,495 ., . 

chamber 40“ to prevent ‘the forward move 
ment of the retainer, the balls being held in 
place and from accidental displacement by 
the solid portionlof the sleeve 56, but adapted ' 
to drop outward from the holes in the extene 

. sion 50“ whenthe holes 61 in the sleeve 56-co 
' incide‘with said holes 62. ' 

small cylindrical-case 33, containing fulmi- , The inner sleeved head‘B’of the ‘projectile .75. 
supports aplurality of rradial hammers .64. 
equal‘ in number to the ?ring-pins 5 and in po 
sition to strike said pins, .when the protecting 
sleeve 56, a solid portion'of'which is normally ‘' 
interposed between the hammers and the pins, 
as in Fig. 1, is moved to bring its holes 60 in line" 
with the pins to expose-them to the'hammers'. 
Asshown iii Fig. 1, each _.radial_hammer 64 

so 

has its head held -j ustbehind and in contact 1 
with the exterior wall of the projectile-head, 
and is seatedjupon a spring 65,.yieldingly hold 
_~ing the hammer outward “against said wall 
and against the force of which spring the ham 
mer is moved inwardly to ‘strike the pin should 
the projectile hit the target on its side instead 
of headv on. ~ A stop-pin 66 is employed to hold 
the hammers in vplace during‘assemblage. , 

Iii-operation, at the moment of the propul 
sion of the projectile along the gun-barrel, 
‘the shock of the setback of the sleeves 53 56 
and the spring 55, contained between them, ‘is’ 
sufficiently great to. more them rearward and 
to shear the screw-pin '54,'thereby disconnect 

9-5 . 

ing said‘ sleeve from the body 50 and bring- ' 
ing bot-h rearwardly against a buffer 67, pro 
vided on the ring 47. This rear-ward move 

IOO , 

ment of the two sleeves causes the incline of . 
the recess 59 to force the two-part locking 
bolt 58 outwardly, so that the two sleeves are 

' no longer held ‘together, whereupon the spring 
55, after the acceleration of the projectile 
ceascs,._m'oves the protecting-sleeve 56 ‘for 

105 

Ward into the position shown in Fig; 2, at the 1 
same time holding the recessed sleeve 53 in 
vits rearmost position against the buifer 67. 
In. the forward movement of the protecting 
sleeve its forward end enters an vannular 
pocket'68, formed in the extension 50", and, 

ITO 

?tting said pocket‘,'snu'gly cushions against-a , 
small body of air trapped therein, which may 
be regulated inany proper manner, and‘v the 
sleeve-.may be locked in this position by a 
spring-pressed bolt 88, supported by the fuse} 
body in positionito interlock with a recess 89 - 

In the forward position ot’ the j ‘in the sleeve. 
sleeve 56' the holes 60 have been brought in 
line with the ?ring-pins 5, so that the radial 
hammers‘ are free to act to strike one or more 
of such pins, and the holes 61. have been 

, brought in line with the holes 62, so that the 
balls 38 may leave their places, and thus no 
longer act to lock' the retainer 36 against 
movement. Such is the condition of the fuse 
during the ?ight of the projectile. At the 
moment‘ the projectile strikes the target the 
retainer 36, due to its inertia and the consc~ 
quent retardation of‘the projectile, jars off 
its seat or moves forward against the pres 
sure of the spring 37, and thus releases its 

125 
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‘hold. of the ends of the hammers 41, which 
thereupon are forcibly rocked outwardly in 

_ opposite directions under the force of their 

IO 

2 

2 

3 

5 

60. 

.15 
_ ofthe time-train channels 

0 

s. 

springs 43. to strike the caps on the nipples 
or anvils 1, as in Fig. ‘3, whereby the train 
in the channels 3‘is ?red.‘ ‘ 

The ?re from thetime-train in the channels 
3 ignites the ?occulent gun-cotton in the 
chamber 46, and this in turn ignites the gun— 
powder in the central case 31, which in turn 
explodes‘the fulminate in the case 33, and 
the latter detonates the dry gun-cotton in the 
case 49, which in turn de‘tonates the main 

' charge of explosive carried by the body of 
the projectile, as is usual. In practice the 
vent a from the ?ash-channel 2 and the ends 

3, entering into 
the chamber 46, will be plugged or covered 
with some suitable paper or cloth washer b, 
which will be Waterproof and cemented down 
in ‘place, and likewise there will be a similar 
washer 0 covering the perforation leading to 
the fulminate-case 33, so as to divide or sep 
arate the different charges of explosive from 
each other and con?ne them in place._ So, 
too, the slidable blocks 42, bearingagainst the 
heels of the hammers 41, will beheld by the 
springs 43 01f from the shoulderé 6, so that in 

> the setback, at the moment the’projectile is‘ 
propelled through the gun, the shoulders will - 

- stop the rearward motion of the blocks 42 and 

5 

5 

I" sleeve moves forward 
in Fig. 2 the bolt is‘ 

' under pressure of the 

jacent the rear ehamber46 are made thinner, 
as at a, than at other portions, and the pow 
der-case 31 supports acap-anvil 31“, protected 
by a fragile cap 31", immediately behind'and 
not touching a solid 
so that should the projectile and fuse-body 
be crushed by the impact with the target the 
collapse of the body will ?rst be had at the 

. ‘weak portions :1: and the cap on the anvil 31“ 
"be exploded to ?re the powder in the case 31 
and detonate the fulminate in the case 33. 

In the modi?cation shown in Fig. 6 the 
weighted retainer 36 is con?ned to its seat by 
a spring-seated -bolt 70, which is normally 
held in place by the overlying solid portion 
of the protecting-sleeve 56; but when the 

into the position shown 
free to drop outward1y_ 
spring through the hole 

61 and thus release the retainer 36. Inlad-v 
:dit-ion to the freeing of the hammers 41“ the 
weighted retainer 36, after'being releasedby: 
the bolt 70, acts itself as a hammer to strike 
a forward ?ring-pin 10 to explode a cap on 
the anvil 11 to ignite,’ through the ?ash-chan 
nels 12, the time composition in the longitu 
dinal channels 3. The anvil -11 and ?ash 
channels 12 are provided in a central-head 
block 13, forming the end of the chamber 40“, 
thcspring 37 being interposed between said _ 
head and the retainer 36. {The head 13 also* 

,. supports another’ anvil 14»,~ ‘projecting ‘for 
Weight-“and supporting a 

;1' .- .zLt 

‘ head 

portion of the fuse-body, ' 

.‘as in‘Fig. 6, is 

cap adapted to by the alinemqnt of a hole 20” in the protect Y i 

u 
U 

struck at the proper time by- a rearwardly 
moving hammer-sleeve 15. '1 ‘his hammer 
‘sleeve is connected at its‘ front end to an in-' 
;wardly-movable exterior head 16, forming the 
head of ‘the projectile and normally held in 
place against movement by a shearing-pin 
'17. This head 16 is arranged'to be moved, as 
indicated by dotted lines, when striking a 
water-target or other object, which may be 
struck head on by the projectile, the move 
ment of the head being opposed by a suit-able 
spring 18, interposed between said‘ movable 

and an annular cup-shaped seat formed 
atthe inner end of an inwardly-projecting 
sleeve 19, carried by the cap of the projectile 
53. Normally the hamm 
head 16 is locked against movement by a bolt 
20, spring-pressed outwardly, which bolt in 
turn is held in locking position by the eccen 
tricadlyshapedv head on the longitudinally 
moving pin 21, (see also Fig. 7,) which pin 
is held in place by a shear-pin 22, and its end 
is arranged to be struck by the end of .the 
protecting-sleeve 56 when said sleeve moves 
forward to its foremost position (shown in Fig, 
2) in the manner before described. The sleeve 
thus strikes the pin 21, shears its shearing 
pin 22, and moves the eccentric head from 
contact with the bolt 20 and allows said bolt 
to spring outwardly, having released the ham-v 
mer-sleeve 15, so that such sleeve may oper 
ate to explode the cap on the anvil 14 should 
the vmovable head 16 be moved inwardly when 
the projectile strikes the target. 
tion of the -~hamm ers 111a is similar to that of 
the hammers 41, before described. They dif 
fer somewhat in construction in that they are 
mounted on separate pivots 6*‘. 
In the modi?cation shown in Fig. 8a tubu 

lar form of hammer 36*‘ is arranged to move 
forward at the proper time under the pres 
sure of the spring 36b to'strike one or the 
other or all of a 

ignite caps on the anvils 11“ to-ignite the 
time composition in the channel or channels 
3, as before. ‘ Thev hammer 36“ is locked in 
place by a pair of two-part bolts 36°, which 
are con?ned against accidental displacement 
by the overlying solid portion of the protect 
ing-sleeve 56, which bolts ‘or the outward 
parts of them are arranged to be freed by the 

or 15 of the movable > 

The opera- - 

number of ?ring-pins 10“ to' 

85 

9.5. 

155 

alinem'ent of the‘ hole or holes 36‘! in the sleeve I 
56 when the sleeve has moved to its foremost 
position. The inwardly-movable head 16 in 
this case, instead of moving a hammer-sleeve, 

connected to and moves a taper~ 
ended bolt 15", the taper of which is arranged, 
when the head 16 is moved inward, to bear 
against the inner ends of the vtwo-part bolts 
36” and move them outwardly, and thus free 
the hammer 36a and permit it to be projected 
forward by the spring 36b to strike one or all 
of the ?ring-pins 10“. _ - ' 

In the “modi?cation shown in Fig. 9. the taper-‘end .bolt' 15‘I is locked in place by one ’ 

I20 

I25 

I30 

or moi'e'loeking-bolts 20“, which are released ‘ 



ing-sleeve 56. The ham1ner'36a in this case the sleeve 71“ ‘forward toreinove-its inner end‘ 
is‘ arranged to move rearwardly against caps from holding the .balls 71‘? andthus release 7 . 
on'anvils 11", said hammer beingprojected thepretainer 36, so that the latter is freeto do 
by a‘ spring 36?, mounted between the ham- :inove-forward at the moment of impact'of the '1'] 
mer and a-?ange on the taper-ended bolt 15". projectile with the target. The. sleeve. 177, is " 

' The hammer is held in place by shearing-pins held‘in place, its-before,- by a‘ shearing-pin 7 5“. I 
36i and, as before, is locked in place by a' Instead of: the'centralbolt 74? of Fig. 11 hold 
pair of divided locking-bolts ‘36°, which are‘ ing thelretainer 76 by direct contact, the balls 75 ‘ 
arranged to be displaced to release the ham- 71‘), as in Fig. 13, may be interposed between ‘ 

o mer by the inward movementof the taper the bolt and the retainer, the operation being 
end of the bolt, as before‘, the spring 36." be- the same as that described in connection with 
ing strong enough to shear the pins 36‘ to en- Fig. 11. ' ‘ . - Y ‘ ‘ r " ‘ 
tirely free the’ hammer. '- a > - In'themodi?cation shown in Figs.14, 15,and 80 
In the modi?cation shown in Figs. 10 to 13, 16 the‘hainme'rs 41b are simple spring-blades f 

5 inclusive,_different means are shown for lock- ‘supported at their inner ends’ by a block 80 ’ 
ing and releasing the weighted retainer 36._ in a removable head 81, held in a seat at the 
and thereby releasing the hammer 41.1 The. rear of the body 750, the block being held in I , 

. retainer is held in its seat against the end of place by a screw-threaded sleeve 82. The 85 
the body 50 in Fig. 10 bythe abutting end of ends of-the spring-bladed hammers areheaded ' 

20 a frontsleeve 71, that is mounted-to slide in and con?ned by the retainer 36, as before, the 
a central opening in the forward extension 50° ‘retainer being held in place ‘by a central bolt 
of the body port-ion of the fuSQQWSaid-sleeve 74°. This bolt is mounted in a central per- - 
being locked in place by a two-partlocking- foratiorraip the front cap-piece 44“, secured 9o 
bolt 72 against the pressure of a? con?ned to the body portion of the fuse, andis secured 

‘2'5 spring 73. v'VVithin the sleeve is mounted a "in. position by a two-part bolt 7 2°, that is ar 
‘rod 74 with a?ared head, the rod being c0114 ~ ranged to be moved to release the bolt 74? by 
nected to the sleeve by a-shear‘pin 7 5, which a longitudinal bolt 21", mounted’ in the bpdy‘ > 
on the setback atv the moment of propulsion 50 in position to be struck and moved forward 9‘5 1 

’ ‘of the projectile in the gun is sheared, so that by the protecting-sleeve 56' as the l'atter'moves _ 
30 the rod may move rearwardly,-movingby the to its foremost position in the manner- before 

‘ incline'or ?are of its head the two-part lock- described. The longitudinal bolt 21a is held 
ing-bolt 72 from place and thereby-releasing against premature‘ movement by a shearing-‘ . 
the sleeve 71 and perm'tt'ing the spring 73 to pin 21",-and- its forward end is inclinednto en- roo 

-‘ move the sleeve forward and release its end gage and move the two-part bolt 7 2° inwardly, ' 
3 5 from contact with the retainer 36, thereby "such movement being had against‘ a‘ spring 

‘ freeing the retainer, so that at the moment 72“, mounted in the head of the central bolt ' 
of impact 'with the target such' retainer will ‘74°. In the forward movement of the sleeve " 
move. forward‘ against the force of the spring 56 its end meets the bolt 21“ and moves it-fo'r-' I05. 
37 to release the 'hammers..41, which are of ward, as shown in Fig. 15, releasing the two- ‘ 

40 the construction previously described. - ' part bolt 72c and allowing the’ central bolt 7 4c 
In Fig. 11 the weightedi'etainer 36 is locked "to move forward under the pressure of the ' 

in'place by the end'of a bolt74a, that is con?nedspring73“,‘thus-releasingtheretainer _ 
mounted within a sleeve'76, carried by the 36.- Upon the retardation of the projectile no 
head of the extension 50C of the ‘fuse. The on striking the target the retainer 36 moves ' 

45 bolt is locked in place against the pressure forward, as in Fig. 16,releasing thehammers. 

5_o face bears against the two-part locking-bolt 

' 55 In the construction shown in Fig. 12 the‘ 

1 6o rality'of interposed balls 71“. Said sleeve is 

*6 5, setbackmoves thetwo-partbolt inwardly and 
.,. ,e . 

of a con?ned spring 73“ ‘by a two-part.’ bolt 41b and- allowing them to strike. the caps on 
7 2“, which bolt is arranged to release the bolt the anvils 1 through the interposed ?ring-pins ~ 
74“ at the setback by the‘ movement of the. 1“ inarnanner similartothat before described. 115 
sleeve 77,.whose inclined or ?ared inner suré f > In the‘ construction "shown in Figs. 17 and ' 

- 18each "of the hammers 41° is-pivoted on an 
independent pin 6“ with it'sx‘heel having a I 
smallroll, bearing uponablock 42“, spring.- » 
pressed by'~a spring 43,:aé?inthe structure r20 _ 
shown in'Fig. 1. Each-hammer is held from 
premature movement vandfiis'bor'ne upon in 
front of its pivot by a rod'83,the head of which 
"is spring-pressed;outwardiygbutds con?ned _ a 
in place in the normal position‘ of the “parts i 25 

' by the overlyingsolid portion of "the protect 
ing-sleeve 56, and adapted to release the rods 
when said sleeve, duetothg setback before: 
described, is in'its‘ foremost PQSition by the , 

- 'ali'nement of a hole 84-inthefsleeve with each I 13c 
rod 83; Between‘ the‘ extends‘ a‘ ' 
trigger in the forn‘i of‘ f cOnicaI-headed‘rOdS G‘F, 

I forming the-tailpieceof awe'ighted sphere-or _ 
other sh‘abé?: EiQQQ‘§§mi§?&ti$h5§ate@g?gaimst I 

and moves itinwardly, the inner. part into a‘ 
recess in’the bolt 74“. ' The sleeve 77 is held 
in place against‘ premature movement by a 
shearing-pin 7 5“. 3 ' " 

‘ central bolt 74b is mounted’rigidwith the head, ‘ 
of. the body 50 of the fuse,’ over which bolt is 
a sleeve 71”- with its inner end holding the 
retainer 36 securel'y inipiace through a plu 

held rigid with the central bolt by the two-_ 
part-bolt 72“, the outer. end of'which bears 
against the inner. surface of another sleeve 7 7, 
the inclined" or ?ared surface of ‘which on the 

eve..7 .f 
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the front end of a ce trally-p'erforated cap 
piece 85, interposed etwecn ‘the hammer 
chamber 40 and the front chamber 40“, which 
is closed by the cap 44, and in which front 
chamber the weighted piece 36‘“ moves upon 
the retardation of the projectile. In normal 
position the hammers 41“ are locked against 
movement, also con?ning the trigger-weighted 
piece 36"‘ against movement by the action of. 
the protecting-sleeve 56, through the rods 83 
before referred to, the line of contact of the 
rolls on the rear ends of the hammers with the 
spring-pressed blocks 42“ being such that the 
tendency of the blocksupon the hammers is to 

.IS force their front heads inwardly. Upon the 
setback the rods 83 are released and fall from 
place, and at the moment of retardation or im 
pact of the projectile with the target the 

_ Weighted piece 36"‘ moves forward by its mo 

25 

35 

50 

65 

mentum, so that its conical inclined or wedge 
shaped tailpiece rocks the hammer-heads out 
wardly, changing the position of the point of 
contact of the hammer-rolls with ‘the blocks 
4C2“, asin Fig. 18, each of which is thereupon 
free to operate to force each hammer under 
spring-pressure against a ?ring-pin 1“ to ex 
plode the cap upon the anvil 1, with results 
similar to those previously'described. _ 

In Figs. 19 and 20 other forms of hammers 
All-dale are shown adapted to the structures 
herein described. In Fig. .19 the pair of ham 
mers are acted upon by a single helical spring 
1L3d, con?ned between them-just in front of 
their pivots 6“, the hammers being retained 
in position ready to strike by ‘the weighted 
retainer 36. (Indicated by dotted lines.) In 
Fig. 20 the pair of hammers'lfle, mounted 
upon pivots 6e,are acted upon by spring-blades 
43°, the hammers being held in ‘position to 
strike the caps by the retainer 36, as before. 
It should be remarked that the freedom‘l'with 
which the retainer 36 shall releasethe'ends 
of the hammers maybe governed by the shape 
of the recess (ii, in which the hammer-heads 
project in the retainer. Thus if ' the recess 
be undercut, as indicated, the freeing of the 
hammers will be less delicate, and if such re 
cess be formed the reverse of undercut the 
holding action of the retainer will be exceed 
ingly delicate, and thus any degree of sen 
sitiveness to movement may be provided for. 

In Fig. 21- the weighted retainer 36 is held ' 
in place by an inclined rod 38“, which in turn . 
is con?ned by the protecting-sleeve 56 and re 
‘leased'when the sleeve is in its foremost po 
sition by the coincidence of a hole 613 in the 
sleeve with said ‘rod 38“. . The retainer in 
this structure holds in striking position a 
ball-shaped hammer 41‘ through the interpo 
sition of another ball m, which is located in 
an opening in the wall of the body 50, sepa 
rating the retainer-chamber 40° from the ham 
mer-chamber 4:0‘. lVhen the retainer 36 
moves forward at the moment of impact of 
the projectile with thertarget against the 
pressure of its spring 37, the ball m is released 

her 40° by the pressure of the spring 431, which 
is then free to suddenly project the hammer 
411 forward against-the ?ring-pin 1“ to explode 
the cap, as before, with like e?ect. ‘ h 

In the modi?ed structure shown in Figs. 22 
to 24, inclusive, the tubular or sleeve shaped 
hammer 41’ is mounted in a central chamber ' 
of the fuse-body 50 with its rear wall seated 
against a con?ned’ spring .43" and held in such 
position compressing said spring by a piv 
oted detent 86, that is arranged to be tripped 
at the proper time by the rocking of a trig 
ger-lever 87, one end of which lever is in po~ 
sition to be struck by the forward blow of a trip 
or ball 88, seated in the tubular portion of the 
hammer 41‘. 'The detent 86 is locked in hold- ' 
ing position by a bolt 38‘; that is confined by 
the solid portion of the protecting-sleeve 56, 
which bolt is freed by the coincidence of a 
hole 61;f in the sleeve when the sleeve is in its 
foremost position, as before described. The 
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ball 88 is yieldingly con?ned in place by the > - 
v bent-down ends of a_ spring-blade 89, carried 
by the hammer 41F, and is also looked in place 
and released by the. protecting-sleeve in a 
manner similar to that of the bolt 38‘. At 
the setbackon the propulsion of the projec 
tile through thegun the protecting-sleeve 56, 
releases‘ the bolts 38f and 90 and places the 
parts in. condition for action. 
of the projectile with the target, the hammer 
41f still being held-by the detent 86, the trip ' 
or ball 88, due to its momentum, forces the 

On the impact. 

10.0 1 

ends of the springeblade 89 asidefand sud- . 
denly strikes the lever or levers 87, which-in 
turn rock the .detent 86, freeing the hammer 
41f, which thereupon is forced forward by the 
spring 43? to‘ strike the ?ring pin or pins 41.“ 
as before and with like effect. 

It may be stated that while the fuse fully 
charged and set ready for insertion in place in 
the projectile is being handled and‘trans 
ported, it is preferred to lock the parts against 
accidental movement, as by a pair of pins 8 
locking the hammers 41,and by a thumb-screw 
91 looking the'sleeve 56 securely to the fuse 
body, as in Fig. 5, and'locking the bolts and 
sleeve .of the structure shown in Figs. 10 to 12, 
as indicated bydotted lines, whiclrpins 8 and 
screw 91 will be removed just previous to 
placing the fuse in position in the projectile.‘ 

It will be understood that. while I have 
illustrated the several novel features as com~ 
bined in a' single fuse part thereof maybe 
used independent of others and in other kinds 
of fuses. . . 

What is claimed is--, » 
1. In an automatic fuse, the, combination 

with the cap-anvil and the hammer, of'a trip 
or trigger normally holding the hammer 
against movement, a lock for the trip, and a 
sleeve to release the look, as set forth. 
5 2. The combination with a pair of hammers, 
of a single trigger holding the hammers in 
striking position and-free to move by momcn-i 

' tum at the moment-chimpact with the target, 
by the‘ retainer and is forced into- the'cham- v and a releasable lock for the trigger released 
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_ by the setback at the ?tment 
‘as set forth. 

- 3. The combination with a fuse: having'a 
plurality of eXteriorly-proJecting ?ring-pins, : 

3 of a plurality of hammers adapted'to' strike-5. 
I, said pins, and a longitudinally-movable shield 

10 

- ing-pins', of a number of ‘radially-mounted. 
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or sleeve movable to expose- said pins-to the 
hammers‘, as set forth.’ . . 

4. The combination with the fuse-body sup 
porting a number of exteriorly-proj ectin g ?r 

hammers for said pins,and a protecting-sleeve 
surrounding the fuse-body and normally cov 
ering the ?ring-pins, and adapted to move at 
the setback to expose the pins, as set forth. 3 

5. The combination with the'fuse-body,sup 
porting a number of ~ exteriorly-projecting ?r 
ing-pins, of a number of 1 radially-mounted 
hammers for said pins, a protecting-sleevev 
surrounding the fuse-body and normally cov 
ering the pins, and a spring for moving the 
sleeve forward to _ uncover said pins, as set 
forth. ' " - 

6. The combination with the fuse-body,smp-v . 
‘porting a cap-anvil and a hammer for explod 
ing the cap,of a longitudinally-movable shield 
or sleeve and apart or body interposed be 
tween the sleeve and hammer normally‘ hold 

. ing the-hammer against movement and re 
leasing the hammer upon the movement of 
the sleeve, as set forth. ' - 

7.v The combination with'a pair of spring 
pressed-hainmers and their respective cap 

I anvils, of a weighted trigger holding the ham-‘ 
35' mers in position to strike and a spring for the 

: trigger compressible on the movement of the 
*trigger due, to its momentum, as set forth. 

8. The combination with the fuse-body, its 
cap-anvil and hammer, of a spring-pressed 
longitudinally - movable protecting - sleeve 
normally preventing the hammergfrom strik 
ing the cap, another sleeve cooperating with 

. the‘ protecting-sleeve, a two-part locking-bolt 
locking the sleeves together, and means for 
releasing the bolt to permit the, protecting 
sleeve to move forward, asset forth. 

9. The combination with the fuse-body, its; 
. cap-anvil and hammerjo‘f a spring~pressed 

, _ longitudinally-movable sleeve, a locking-bolt 

steam: 
"noriiiany locking the siéev’ée against-‘mote. 5'0 
"other bolt fdl‘glOGkiIlg, the sleeve in position. 
after movement, as set forth’. 1 

a‘ 5110.. The combination with“ the fuse-body, 
; its cap-anvil; and hammer, of a spring-pressed ' 
- longitudinal-ly- movable sleeve surrounding 
vsaid body and normally preventing the ‘ham; 
merfrom striking the cap, a lock for normally 
holding the sleeve against movement,- means 
for releasing the lock at the setback and an 

- ment, means for releasingsaid bolt, and an- . 

. annular front recess on the fuse-body formi-M g _ 
a front air-cushion seat for the, sleeve, as set 
forth.‘ , v - ‘p . I 

11. The combination with the fuse-body, ' 
§ its cap-anvil and hammer and having'a rear 
. chamber, in communication with the ?ash 
I'channel of the anvil, a vcap-anvil projecting. 
into said rear chamber. toward a solid portion 

. of the fuse-body'anda collapsible wall .to said 
chamber to permit the cap on said anvil to be 

, exploded by impact with the solid portionof 
. the body, as set forth. ' ' - ‘ 

12. The comhination'with the fuse-body 
having a collapsible wall, of a cap-anvil sup 
ported axially of the fuse-body and, an op 

- posed transverse striking portion of vtlief use 
body, as set forth. v , v H 

' 13. The combination of the 1 chambered 
fuse-body, its cap-anvil and hammer,; of' a 
front cap closing the end of the body and hav 
ing a handle for bodily handling the fuse, as 
set forth. - ‘ 

1,41; The ‘combination or the fuse‘ébody, its 
’ cap-anvil and hammer, a rearfuln?hate-‘case 
[carried by the body and portions of material 

‘ insensiti ve to the vibrations of the metal por 
tions of the fuse interposed between said case 
‘and the fuse-body, as set forth. 
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15. ,The combination ofthe- fuse-body, its; ~ 
.cap-anvil and hammer, a rearpowder-case 
and fulminaie-case, and a gland holding both 
in place to the fuse-body, asasfét forth. ‘ 

In Witness whereof I have‘hereunto signed 
my. name in the presence oftwo witnesses. 

‘Vitnesses : 
GEO. H. GRAHAM, 
H. N. Low.x ' 

> JonnnArmFF. :, -' 


